Abstract: We analyze Fredholm properties of radially symmetric second order systems in unbounded domains. The main theorem relates the Fredholm index to the Morse index at infinity. As a consequence, linear operators are Fredholm in exponentially weighted spaces for almost all weights. The result provides the basic tool for the analysis of perturbation and bifurcation problems in the presence of essential spectrum. We give a simple illustrative example, where we use the implicit function theorem to calculate the effect of a localized source term on a trimolecular chemical reaction-diffusion systems on the plane.
Introduction
When studying perturbation and bifurcation problems in unbounded domains, one is often confronted with the difficulty that the relevant linearized operator is not invertible, not even Fredholm, in convenient function spaces such as L p -based spaces or spaces of continuous functions. This difficulty is caused by the non-compactness of the underlying physical space. The goal of this paper is to present and illustrate results on the calculation of Fredholm indices in exponentially weighted spaces that can be used to circumvent this difficulty.
We therefore first present a simple toy problem that captures some of the main difficulties. We then discuss in some more detail our main general results, Theorems 1.1-1.3, which characterize Fredholm properties of radially symmetric elliptic operators, and then apply those results to our toy problem. We also briefly comment on a more elaborate application towards bifurcation of eigenvalues from the essential spectrum.
Perturbation theory and the essential spectrum -a toy problem
Consider the apparently simple problem ∆u − u 3 + εV 0 (|x|) = 0, x ∈ R 2 , with V exponentially localized, and ε small. One would like to continue the trivial solution u(x) ≡ 0 at ε = 0 to ε = 0 in, say, H 2 (R 2 ). When trying to invoke the implicit function theorem to that purpose, a difficulty arises from the fact that the Laplacian is not Fredholm from H 2 into L 2 , so that a naive application of the implicit function theorem is not possible. This difficulty also manifests itself when different methods are employed, such as comparison principles or variational methods; see for instance the recent work [3] and references therein, or [2] for a situation where the linearization is invertible.
In this specific context, a simple remedy is to rewrite the elliptic problem as a first-order ordinary differential equation,
use dynamical systems methods to construct manifolds W ± ε of solutions that decay at r = +∞ and are bounded at r = 0, respectively, and then use a variant of Melnikov analysis to study the intersection of these manifolds.
This dynamical systems approach has been used quite successfully in much more elaborate problems, such as elliptic equations posed on infinite cylinders, when the dynamical systems setup is actually ill-posed due to Hadamard-type instabilities. Key technique then is often the construction of center manifolds as pioneered in [12] , or global dichotomies and Melnikov analysis as in [15] . While quite successful in many circumstances, this method is somewhat indirect since PDE concepts need to be translated into dynamical systems language. For instance, dimensions of the generalized kernel are often encoded in geometric transverse crossing of stable and unstable manifolds; see for instance [22] .
A somewhat different approach, in some sense more traditional, was outlined in [23] and successfully extended and applied in [16, 17] . The key idea in these papers was to decompose the solution into an exponentially localized part and a far-field component which can be computed to leading order from a simpler far-field problem. In our simple toy problem, we would decompose u = u loc + u ff , where u loc belongs to a space of exponentially localized functions, and u ff is a bounded function that solves the equation for r ≥ r * 1 exactly; see (5.16 ) for the precise form of the decomposition. The upshot is that in this decomposition, one can rely on the fact that the Laplacian is actually Fredholm in spaces of exponentially localized functions and use a bordering lemma and the implicit function theorem to establish existence and asymptotic properties of solutions for ε = 0 in a fairly straightforward fashion.
One ingredient to such an analysis are Fredholm properties of differential operators in spaces with suitable exponential weights. Our main abstract results, Theorems 1.1-1.3, aim at precisely such Fredholm properties. As a simple corollary, they show that the Laplacian is Fredholm of index -1 on spaces of exponentially localized functions; see (1.5 ) for a precise definition.
Compared to other methods, the approach presented here is quite flexible and direct, generalizing to systems and problems in cylindrical domains Ω × R k . It can for instance be used to track eigenvalues as they merge into the essential spectrum, as we showed in [16, 17] ; see Section 5.1 for more details.
Fredholm properties of radially symmetric elliptic operators
Before addressing our particular problem of radially symmetric elliptic problems, let us recall some results on abstract linear differential equations and Fredholm properties of operators on the real line. We refer to [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21] and references therein for details and applications.
Determining Fredholm properties of differential operators,
in unbounded domains, t ∈ R, can sometimes be reduced to the study of relative Morse indices of asymptotic operators. Roughly speaking, denote by ν j ± possible asymptotic rates of solutions u ∼ e ν j ± t at ±∞. The operator T then is Fredholm whenever Re ν j ± = 0. In the presence of essential spectrum, we have Re ν = 0 for at least one of those growth rates. Introducing exponential weights η, u(·) L 2 η = u(·)e η· L 2 , shifts the asymptotic decay rates ν → ν + η, so that T may be Fredholm for non-zero choices of η. One can then determine Fredholm indices by counting the number i ± of asymptotic growth rates ν ± with Re ν ± > −η: the Fredholm index ind(T ) is given by the simple formula ind(T ) = i − − i + .
(
1.2)
This strategy has been used successfully in a number of contexts, including cases where both i − and i + are infinite as illustrated in the references cited above.
Here, we are concerned with perturbation problems that arise in the study of radially symmetric solutions to systems of second order equations. The linearized operators that we consider are of the form
The operator L rad can be viewed as the restriction of 4) to the space of radially symmetric functions.
More precisely, we consider L rad as a closed operator on L 2 rad (R k , C m ), the space of vectorvalued functions in L 2 rad (R k , C m ) which depend on |x|, only, that is, they are invariant under the rotations in R k . The domain of definition is
We will assume throughout that D, Q, R : [0, ∞) → M m (C) are continuous functions with the following properties.
(N)
Our first main result will also assume asymptotic invertibility:
. Equivalently, we require that det(D ∞ ν 2 + Q ∞ ν + R ∞ ) = 0 for all ν ∈ iR, or that the matrix
is hyperbolic, that is, it does not possess purely imaginary eigenvalues.
We define the Morse index i(T ∞ ) of the hyperbolic matrix T ∞ as the number of eigenvalues of T ∞ with positive real part. 
This conclusion here is in fact very similar to the formula for Fredholm indices for problems on the real line, (1.1) and (1.2), if one defines i − := m. In fact, we do study Fredholm properties of L rad by writing the operator as a first-order differential operator on the real line. This is accomplished by using various weight functions and transformations of the independent variable, which eliminate the obvious difficulty caused by the 1/r-singularity in the coefficients of L rad ; see Section 2. We emphasize, however, that the resulting problem is of a slightly different type than (1.1) and requires some additional arguments.
As pointed out, we are interested in Fredholm properties in exponentially weighted spaces. Therefore, consider the space L 2 η,rad of measurable functions such that
is finite. Similarly, we define H 2 η,rad with norm
Asymptotic Hyperbolicity for such spaces can be restated as follows.
1 With this assumption, one can actually reduce the problem to the case D ≡ Im; since this does not simplify exposition, we prefer to retain the general form of D as it appears in applications [17] (A) η Asymptotic Invertibility: The asymptotic operator,
Equivalently, we require that det(D ∞ ν 2 + Q ∞ ν + R ∞ ) = 0 for all ν ∈ −η + iR, or that the matrix
Again, we denote the Morse index of the asymptotic problem by ind(T η,∞ ) = ind(T η + ηI 2m ). 
where i(T η,∞ ) is the Morse index of T η,∞ .
We note that it follows from Theorem 1.2 that the operator L rad is Fredholm on L 2 η,rad (R k , C m ) for all but finitely many values of η > 0.
Another interesting case are isotropic systems of the form D(r)∆u+M (r)u = f on L 2 (R k , C m ), which can be simplified using the spectral decomposition of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ B on S k−1 . In fact, the left-hand side decomposes into a direct sum of operators of the form
where 2 is an eigenvalue of −∆ B . The topology of L 2 (R k , C m ) and H 2 (R k , C m ) naturally induce topologies which make L rad a closed operator with domain H 2,
We then have the following theorem, similar to Theorem 1.1. 
where i(T η,∞ ) is the Morse index of T η,∞ . Theorems 1.1-1.3 can be generalized to various infinite-dimensional settings, using relative Morse indices as in [7, 9, 10, 21, 23] . These extensions can then cover systems of elliptic equations with radially symmetric domains R k × Ω, with Ω ⊂ R p , bounded, and suitable boundary conditions on R k × ∂Ω. Another infinite-dimensional generalization concerns timeperiodic solutions of parabolic equations in such domains; see for instance [21] for the case k = 1 and [24] for some applications in radially symmetric settings.
A perturbation result in the presence of essential spectrum
As pointed out in Section 1.1, we illustrate these results by applying them to a semilinear elliptic perturbation problem, Setting up this reaction in a large almost planar container and feeding A and B close to the center of the container, leads to a model of the form
Assuming balance of concentrations in the feed mechanism,
one can find time-independent solutions in the system with κa = b from
Scaling x now gives a system of the form (1.7).
We assume that V : R + ×R → R is a C 1 -function that is exponentially localized. More precisely, assume that there exists δ 0 > 0 such that
(P) Positivity:
One would like to find solutions to this equation for ε small using the implicit function theorem near u = 0, ε = 0 in order to solve for u as a function of ε. The linearization with respect to u at ε = 0 is given by the Laplacian on R 2 , which is not Fredholm on L p . The Laplacian is, however, Fredholm in spaces of exponentially localized functions, by Theorem 1.2, as we shall see later.
We therefore use such exponentially weighted spaces together with a far-field matching ansatz in order to obtain a perturbation result based on an implicit function theorem.
Theorem 1.4. Consider (1.7) with Exponential Decay (V) and Positivity (P). Then there exists δ > 0 and η ∈ (0, δ 0 /2) such that for any ε ∈ [0, δ] equation (1.7) has a smooth, radially symmetric solution with asymptotics
The function v * : (0, ∞) → R satisfies the conditions
We note that the case ε < 0 can be reduced to the case ε > 0 by the simple change of variable u → −u in equation (1.7). Theorem 1.4 can be extended in many ways. The exponential decay assumption can be substantially weakened. One can also change the power of the nonlinear term and the dimension of the space slightly, with only minor changes to the proof. Some aspects of our analysis do however change for both small and large powers and/or space dimensions.
On the other hand, the heart of the proof, is well suited to analyze more complicated problems, such as systems of elliptic equations. A straightforward generalization would consider nonlinearly coupled systems of the form
where
, and V 0 (|x|) is exponentially localized. Theorem 1.4 then applies to this system, as well.
Outline: In Section 2, we show that Fredholm properties of L rad are equivalent to Fredholm properties of suitably defined first-order differential operators on L 2 (0, ∞) and L 2 (R), equipped with appropriate weight functions. In Section 3, we study the Fredholm properties of the associated first-order differential operators on the real line and calculate their Fredholm index. Section 4 combines these results into the proofs of Theorems 1.1-1.3. Section 5 contains applications of our main theorems. We first briefly summarize the application towards instability of spikes in reaction-diffusion equations coupled to conservation laws and then prove Theorem 1.4.
Notations:
We collect some notation that we will use throughout this paper. We write
Re z > 0} and C − = {z ∈ C : Re, z < 0}. For an operator T on a Banach or Hilbert space X we use T * , dom(T ), ker T , im T , σ(T ), ρ(T ) and T |Y to denote the adjoint, domain, kernel, range, spectrum, resolvent set and the restriction of T on a subspace Y of X. B(X, Y ) is the space of all bounded linear operators from X to Y and K(X, Y ) is the space of all compact linear operators from X to Y . We denote the space of all m × m matrices with complex entries by M m (C). We recall that a matrix is called hyperbolic if it has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. For a matrix B we denote by i(B) the Morse index of the matrix B, the dimension of the generalized eigenspace of all eigenvalues µ with Re µ > 0. Similarly, we denote by j(B) the dimension of the generalized eigenspace of all eigenvalues µ with Re µ ≥ 0. We denote by L p the usual Lebesgue spaces, by H q the usual Sobolev spaces and by AC the space of absolutely continuous functions. In addition to this notations, we add the subscript rad to denote the restriction to the set of radially-symmetric functions. For any p ∈ [1, ∞] and any measurable function ω : E → R + , ω > 0 almost everywhere, we define the space
we denote by M F the operator of multiplication on L 2 (E, C m ) with the matrix-valued function F . We denote by c a generic positive constant.
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Second order radially-symmetric differential operators
In this section we study the Fredholm properties of the second order radially-symmetric differential operators L rad , defined in (1.3). Our approach to the problem at hand is as follows. First, we reduce the order of the differential operator in the problem, that is, we construct a first order operator T rad , which is Fredholm if and only if L rad is Fredholm. In the second step, we change the independent variable r > 0 to τ = log r ∈ R and construct a weighted first order differential operator on the real line that is Fredholm if and only if T rad is Fredholm with equal indices. Throughout this section we assume Nondegeneracy (N) and Convergence (C) for the coefficients as defined in the introduction.
is isometrically isomorphic to a weighted L 2 -space of functions defined on (0, ∞). The theorem therefore is equivalent to a statement on differential operators on weighted L 2 -spaces of a single variable r = |x|. The following simple lemma makes this notion precise.
Lemma 2.1. The operator L rad is equivalent to a one-dimensional differential operator in the following sense.
The operator L rad is Fredholm if and only if the operatorL is Fredholm and their indices coincide.
Proof. The assertion (i) follows directly from the definition of radially-symmetric functions in L 2 (R, C m ). The proof of (ii) is a simple computation and (iii) follows immediately from (i).
Next, we define the linear operators
Remark 2.2. A direct computation shows that the operators S 1 and S 2 are closed, denselydefined linear operators and
The operatorL is Fredholm if and only if T rad is Fredholm and their indices coincide.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the the proof of [23, Thm. A.1]. There are however a few key differences and we give a complete proof here.
From the definition of the operator T rad and Remark 2.2(iv) one can easily see that (u, v) T ∈ ker T rad if and only if u ∈ kerL and v = S 1 u.
It follows that the map u → (u, S 1 u) T from kerL to ker T rad is surjective. Since it is clearly also injective, we have kerL 6) where
It follows from Remark 2.2(ii) that the operators S 1 S 2 − Id and S 2 S 1 − Id are invertible which implies that the operator T 0 is invertible and
Next, we will prove that im T rad is closed if and only if imL is closed (2.8)
Assume first that im T rad is closed. To prove that imL is closed assume that f ∈ L 2 (R, C m ) and that there exists a sequence (
Using again the definition of T rad , we conclude that f ∈ imL, proving that imL is closed.
Assume next that imL is closed and let
In addition, from the definition of the sequence {(f n , g n ) T } n≥1 , we have that
It follows that
which implies thatũ n ∈ dom(S 2 S 1 ) = dom(L). Using (2.11) we calculatẽ
Using again the definitions ofL and T rad we conclude that (f, g) T ∈ im T rad , proving that im T rad is closed.
To finish the proof of the lemma, we need to show that ker T * rad and kerL * are isomorphic. Similarly to the proof of (2.5), one can show that the map
rad is bijective, and thus,
In the next lemma, we construct a weighted first order differential operatorT on L 2 (R, C 2m ) that is Fredholm if and only if T rad is Fredholm with equal indices. First we construct an increasing C ∞ -function Ψ such that
Lemma 2.4. The following assertions hold:
is an isometric isomorphism and its inverse is defined by (U
(ii) The operator T rad is Fredholm if and only if the operatorT := U −1 Ψ T rad U Ψ is Fredholm and their indices coincide.
(iii) The linear operatorT is asymptotically equal to a weighted first order differential operator, of the general form described in (3.2), below, with α − = 1 and α + = 0.
Proof. We first prove (i). Using the change of variables r = Φ(τ ), τ ∈ R one can readily check that U Ψ is an isometry. Similarly, using the change of variables τ = Ψ(r), r > 0, one can see immediately that (Φ • Ψ))
, proving the surjectivity of U ψ and thus (i).
Assertion (ii) follows immediately from (i).
Assertion (iii) follows from the definition of Ψ in (2.14) after a long but straightforward computation.
Weighted First order Differential Operators on R
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for Fredholm properties of weighted first order differential operators on R. Given α ± ≥ 0, A ± ∈ M m (C), we define α = (α − , α + ) and the functions ϕ α :
Next we define the operator
, M B denotes the operator of multiplication by the matrix-valued function B.
We note that the linear operator T A α is closed for every choice of α ∈ R 2 + and A ± ∈ M m (C). The following compactness lemma is needed in the sequel.
Here we consider dom(T A α ) as a Hilbert space with the usual graph norm.
Proof. Since the support of K is bounded, we infer that
In fact, using [25, Thm. 4 .1], one can show that the operator M K is Hilbert-Schmidt. To finish the proof of the lemma it is enough to show that the canonical inclusion from dom(T A α ) into H 1 (R, C m ) is bounded, with the corresponding norms. Assume u ∈ dom(T A α ) and let
In the next example we show that the L ∞ condition in the previous lemma is necessary. Moreover, there is an example when the operator M B is not even relatively bounded to T A α in the absence of the L ∞ -condition on B.
In this setup, the operator of multiplication by B is not relatively bounded to T A α . Indeed, define the function u 0 : R → C by u 0 (τ ) = e τ 2 for τ < 0 and u 0 (τ ) = e −τ for τ ≥ 0. One can check that u 0 ∈ H 1 (R, C) and
In the next lemma we establish a connection between weighted exponential spaces and the domain of T A α .
Proof. Since A + is a matrix, one can choose η + ∈ (0, α), small enough, such that A + + η + is hyperbolic and
Next, we define the stable and the unstable subspaces W s/u + of the hyperbolic matrix A + + η + : let W s + and W u + be the subspaces of all h ∈ C m such that e (A + +η + )τ h → 0 as τ → ∞ and τ → −∞, respectively. Since A + + η + is hyperbolic, we have that
We denote by P s and P u the projections onto W s + and W u + respectively associated to the decomposition (3.6). Define the operator
Let u ∈ dom(T A α ) and define F : R + → C by F (τ ) = e −A + τ P u u(τ ). We will show in the sequel that F ∈ H 1 (R + , C m ). First we need to show that lim τ →∞ F (τ ) = 0. The latter is not trivial since the matrix A + might have eigenvalues on the imaginary axis and hence, e −A + τ might grow at +∞. Since u ∈ H 1 (R, C m ), one immediately concludes that F ∈ H 1 loc (R, C m ) and, since A + commutes with P u ,
Next, we estimate
for some ν > 0. In this last estimate we used the fact that e
In what follows we will show that F ∞ = 0. First we note that we obtain from estimate (3.8) that
for all τ ≥ 0. Next, we decompose W u + = W uu + ⊕ W uc + , where W uu + and W uc + are the spectral subspaces associated to the spectral sets σ(A + ) ∩ C + and σ(A + ) ∩ iR, respectively. We denote by P uu and P uc the projections onto W uu + and W uc + , respectively, associated to this spectral splitting. One can immediately see that P u = P uu + P uc .
Since P uu P u = P uu , it follows that P uu F (τ ) = e −A + P uu τ P uu f (τ ) for all τ ≥ 0, which implies that
Since u ∈ H 1 (R, C m ), we obtain that P uu F ∞ = 0 by passing to the limit as τ → ∞.
Since P uc P u = P uc , we obtain that P uc F (τ ) = e −A + P uc τ P uc u(τ ) for all τ ≥ 0 which implies that
for all τ ≥ 0. Since σ(A + P uc ) ⊆ iR, we infer that e A + P uc τ ≤ c(1 + τ ) j for all τ ≥ 0 and for some c > 0 and j a positive integer. Using the estimate (3.9) we obtain that
for all τ ≥ 0, which implies that e A + P uc · P uc F ∞ ∈ L 2 (R, C m ). Using again the fact that σ(A + P uc ) ⊆ iR, we conclude that P uc F ∞ = 0. Moreover, from the definition of F , we have that F ∞ ∈ W u + which implies that
It is well-known that the operator D + is invertible (see for example [4] or [5] ) and
Here A s + and A u + are the restrictions of (A + + η + ) to the invariant subspaces W s + and W u + respectively.
Next we define the functions g : R + → C m by g(τ ) = e −(α + −η + )τ f (τ ) and z := D −1 + g. Using (3.12) and (3.11), we calculate
Next, we will show that
(3.14)
A s + τ P s u(0). One readily checks that H ∈ H 1 loc (R, C m ) and
for all τ ≥ 0. It follows from (3.13) that H(0) = 0, and therefore H(τ ) = e (A + +η + )τ H(0) = 0 for all τ ≥ 0, proving (3.14). Thus,
To finish the proof of the lemma, we define the operator
To show that V + is bounded it is enough to show that it is closed. Let (u n ) n≥1 be a sequence of vectors from dom( C m ) , as n → ∞, which implies that there exists a subsequence (u n k ) k≥1 such that u n k → u almost everywhere as k → ∞. From the definition of V + we infer that V + u n k → V + u almost everywhere as k → ∞, which proves that V + u = g. Hence, V + is bounded, which finishes the proof.
In the next corollary we extend and summarize the result proved in Lemma 3.3.
Corollary 3.4. The following assertions hold true:
Proof. The proof of (i) is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3. Assertion (ii) follows directly from Lemma 3.3 and (i).
In the next lemma we give a more general dom(T A α )-relative compactness result needed in the proof of the main result of this section. Proof. To prove the lemma we are going to approximate the matrix-valued function B with a sequence of matrix-valued functions K n defined such that the operator M Kn approximates the operator M B in the operator norm. Let (ψ n ) n≥1 be a sequence of real-valued C ∞ functions such that 0 ≤ ψ n (τ ) ≤ 1, ψ n (τ ) = 1 for all τ ∈ [−n, n] and ψ n (τ ) = 0 for all τ / ∈ [−n − 1, n + 1]. Define the matrix-valued functions K n := ψ n B n , n ≥ 1.
Since B ∈ L ∞ (R, C m ), we can assume without loss of generality that |B(τ )| ≤ c for all τ ∈ R. It follows from Corollary 3.4(ii) that there exists η = (η − , η + ) ∈ R 2 + such that η ± ∈ [0, α ± ], η ± > 0 if α ± > 0 such that (3.17) is satisfied. Since, by the hypothesis, we have that lim
Next, we will show that M Kn → M B as n → ∞ in the operator norm. Using (3.17), for any u ∈ dom(T A α ), we estimate
which implies that
Applying Lemma 3.1 to the sequence of matrix valued functions (K n ) n≥1 we obtain that
) for all n ≥ 1. From (3.19) and (3.20) we have that M Kn → M B as n → ∞ in the operator norm, which implies that
, proving the lemma.
Recall that for a matrix B we denote by i(B) the dimension of the generalized eigenspace of all eigenvalues µ with Re µ > 0. Similarly, we denote by j(B) the dimension of the generalized eigenspace of all eigenvalues µ with Re µ ≥ 0.
Assume that α ± > 0 or that A ± is hyperbolic. Then there exists η = (η − , η + ) ∈ R 2 + (not necessarily unique) that satisfies the condition from Corollary 3.4(ii), (3.17) . Moreover, we can choose η ± so that A ± ± η ± is hyperbolic and
Definition 3.6. Assume that either α ± > 0 or that A ± is hyperbolic. Take η ± as defined above satisfying (3.17) and (3.21). We define β = (β − , β + ) ∈ R 2 + and H = (H − , H + ) through
Lemma 3.7. Assume that either α ± > 0 or that A ± is hyperbolic and let β and H as defined in Definition 3.6. Then the following hold true:
(ii) The operator T A α is Fredholm if and only if the operator T H β is Fredholm. In this case
Proof. First we note that U η is an injective operator. Next, we will show that
Let u ∈ dom(T A α ) and denote by v = U η u = ϕ η u and f = T A α u ∈ L 2 (R, C m ). From Corollary 3.4(ii) we have that also v ∈ L 2 (R, C m ). Since u ∈ H 1 (R, C m ) and ϕ η ∈ H 1 loc (R), we obtain that
Here χ E denotes the characteristic function of a set E ⊂ R. Since the operator M H is bounded on L 2 (R, C m ) and since ϕ α−η ≥ 1, we obtain from (3.25) that v ∈ L 2 (R, C m ). Thus, v ∈ H 1 (R, C m ). Moreover, using the definition of β in Definition 3.6, we have that
The conclusions of (i) follows shortly from (3.24), (3.26) and the definition of the domain of the operators T A α and T H β and their respective graph norms. Assertion (ii) follows immediately from (i).
In the next lemma we give sufficient conditions that guarantee the Fredholm property of the operator T A α and in this case we compute its index.
Lemma 3.8. Assume that α ± > 0 or A ± is hyperbolic and β and H are defined in Definition 3.6. Then, the operator T A α is Fredholm and ind(T A α ) = i − − i + . Here i ± were defined in (3.21).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.7(ii) that to prove the lemma, it is enough to show that the operator T H β is Fredholm and to compute its index. From Palmer's Classic Dichotomy Theorem in [13, 14] we know that T H 0 is a Fredholm operator and ind(
To conclude the proof the lemma, we only need to show that im T H β is a closed subspace of finite codimension and codim(im T H β ) = codim(im T H 0 ). Therefore, we define the operator V η :
we have that V η is a linear, injective and bounded operator. Moreover, for any matrix-valued continuous function h with compact support, the function ϕ η h ∈ L 2 (R, C m ), which implies that h = V η (ϕ η h) ∈ im V η . This shows that im V η is a dense subspace, that is im V η = L 2 (R, C m ). Thus, the operator V η and the subspace im T H 0 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 6.1. In addition a direct computation shows that im T H β = V −1 η (im T H 0 ), which proves the lemma.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. Assume that α ± ≥ 0, A ± ∈ M m (C), and let α = (α − , α + ). Recall the definitions of ϕ α : R → [1, ∞) and A : R → M m (C),
Let B ∈ L ∞ (R, M m (C)) and define the operator
(ii) α − > 0 or A − + B − is hyperbolic, and
then the operator T is Fredholm and ind(T ) = i − − i + . Here
Proof. First we define the matricesÃ ± as follows
Also, we define the matrix-valued functionB :
One can readily check that dom(T ) = dom(TÃ α ) = dom(T A α ) and T = TÃ α − MB. Since α ± > 0 orÃ ± is hyperbolic, we conclude from Lemma 3.8 that the operator TÃ α is Fredholm and ind(TÃ α )
, we obtain from Lemma 3.5 that MB ∈ K(dom(TÃ α ), L 2 (R, C m )). Thus, the operator T is Fredholm and ind(T ) = ind(TÃ α ) = i − − i + . 
Theorem 3.9 we now conclude that
. To see that the hyperbolicity condition on T ∞ is necessary, assume that L rad is Fredholm. It follows that the operator T is Fredholm, and thus, from Theorem 3.9 we have that TÃ α is Fredholm. Since α + = 0, we infer that the equation u =Ã + u has an exponential dichotomy on R + which implies that T ∞ = B + =Ã + is hyperbolic.
Proof. [of Theorem 1.2] First, we define the smooth function φ ∈ C ∞ (R + ), φ ≤ 0, such that
(4.3) Since the matrix-valued functions Q and R are continuous and φ (r) = 0 for all r ∈ [0, 1], we infer that Q φ and R φ are continuous and in addition
To finish the proof of the theorem, we need to show that the matrix
. Since det J η = 1, the matrix J η is invertible. Since, more-
, we have that the matrices T φ,∞ and T ∞ + ηI m are conjugate. Thus, T φ,∞ is hyperbolic if and only if T ∞ +ηI 2m is hyperbolic. Since U φ is an isometric isomorphism, it follows that L rad is Fredholm on L 2 η,rad (R k , C m ) if and only if L φ,rad is Fredholm on L 2 rad (R k , C m ) and their indices coincide. Now the conclusion follows shortly from Theorem 1.1. Moreover, in the case when the operators are Fredholm, we have that
Proof. [of Theorem 1.3] First, we note that (i) can be obtained from (ii) for η = 0. Since, in this case,
, we have that det(T ∞ − λ) depends only on λ 2 , thus the Morse index is simply i(T ∞ ) = m. To prove (ii), let φ ∈ C ∞ (R + ) be the function defined in (4.1). We define the operatorL
, where U rad is defined in Lemma 2.1 and U ψ is defined in the proof of Theorem 1.2. It is a simple computation to see that
Herek := 2 + (k − 2) 2 + 4m 2 and the matrix-valued functionsQ φ ,R φ :
Since the matrix-valued functions D and R are continuous and φ (r) = 0 for all r ∈ [0, 1], we infer thatQ φ andR φ are continuous and in additioñ
Similarly to Remark 2.2, one can show that dom(L ψ ) = dom(S 2S1 ) and
where the linear operatorsS j :
Since we can also prove thatS 2S1 = 
is Fredholm on L 2 ((0, ∞), C 2m ), and their indices coincide.
Next, we defineT
Here, the isometric isomorphism U Ψ is defined in Lemma 2.4. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.1, the operatorT ψ is Fredholm if and only if the operator T = T A α −M B is Fredholm and their indices coincide. Here, α − = −1,
Moreover, we have that
, where J η was defined in the proof of Theorem 1.2. We conclude from Theorem 3.9 that the operator L rad is Fredholm on
To show that the hyperbolicity condition on T η,∞ = T ∞ + ηI 2m is necessary, one can use the same argument given in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Applications

Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction in linear problems
An interesting application of our results arises in the study of stability of spikes in a class of spatially extended systems that are governed by a scalar reaction-diffusion equation, coupled to a conservation law,
The functions a, b, and f are of class C 3 (R 2 , R) and, in addition, a(u, v) ≥ a 0 > 0 for all (u, v) ∈ R 2 . This model includes models such as the Keller-Segel model for chemotaxis, the phase-field models for undercooled liquids, models for precipitation patterns, and reactiondiffusion systems in closed reactors. The spike solutions are time independent steady states of equation (5.1). In [17] , we proved the instability of exponentially localized, radially-symmetric spikes with a stable background, that is spikes solutions satisfying
for some constants u ∞ , v ∞ ∈ R, f (u ∞ , v ∞ ) = 0 and c, δ 0 > 0.
(rs2) Spikes are asymptotic to constant states that are stable for the pure kinetics,
A key argument in our proof in [17] is to track the point spectrum at the edge of the essential spectrum of the operator L rad defined as the linearization of the equation (5.1) along the spike (u * , v * ),
3)
This operator satisfies the conditions Nondegeneracy (N) and Convergence (C) of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, with
Using the fact that the spike (u * , v * ) decays exponentially at ∞ we obtain that limiting matrices are
It is easy to check that in this case the eigenvalues of the matrix 
In order to solve the eigenvalue problem
for γ ≈ 0 we use the ansatz (u, v)
where w ∈ H 2 η,rad (R k , C 2 ) and the function h k is asymptotically equal at ∞ to the plain wave solutions of the operator L ∞ rad := D ∞ ∆ r + R ∞ . For details we refer to [17, Section 4] . As shown in the proof of Proposition 4.10 in [17] it is essential for the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction that L rad is Fredholm on L 2 η,rad (R k , C 2 ) and ind(L rad ) = −1 for all η ∈ (0, η * ).
Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction in nonlinear problems
In this subsection, we prove Theorem 1.4. Recall that we are interested in the equation
for ε ≈ 0. Writing equation (5.10) in the radial variable r = |x|, we obtain the equation
We first construct a suitable far-field solution by ignoring the perturbation term εV . We find a one-parameter family of far-field expansions by exploiting the scaling symmetry. These far-field solutions are singular at the origin r = 0. We therefore truncate them to a support in r ≥ 2 and allow for a general exponentially localized, ε-dependent contribution.
we make the change of independent variable τ = ln r. We also setũ(τ ) := e τ u(τ ). Thenũ satisfies the equationũ
Using a phase-portrait analysis we can find a solutionũ * ∈ L ∞ (R),ũ * (τ ) → 0 as τ → −∞, andũ * (τ ) → 1 as τ → ∞, whose rate of decay at −∞ is given bỹ
for some a 0 < 0. It follows that the function u * : (0, ∞) → R, defined by
is a solution of equation (5.12), for r > 0. Note however that u * is not bounded.
Ansatz for the perturbation problem
To find solutions of equation (5.11) we use the following ansatz:
Here, δ 0 is given in the assumption on exponential decay (V), and the function h : 17) where χ ∈ C ∞ (R + ), 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1, χ(r) = 0 for r ∈ [0, 1] and χ(r) = 1 for r ≥ 2. In the next remark we collect a few elementary properties of the functions u * and h needed in the sequel. Proof. To prove (i), one writes u * as a sum of two functions, one smoothly localized in a neighborhood of 0, and another one smoothly localized in a neighborhood of ∞. Then the conclusion follows immediately from (5.14). Moreover, one readily checks that (ii) follows from (i), and (iii) follows from (ii).
It remains to check (iv
r for all r ∈ R + , µ ∈ R + , which proves (5.20) . We obtain from (5.14) that ũ * (ln r) r ≤ c| ln r| for all r ∈ (0, e
Sinceũ * ∈ L ∞ (R), we have that lim r→∞ũ * (ln r) r = 0, which implies that ũ * (ln r) r ≤ c max{| ln r|, 1} ≤ c(| ln r| + 1) for all r > 0.
for all r > 0, ν ∈ (0, e −1 ].
Next, we define the function F :
In the next lemma we are going to prove that the map F is well-defined and C 1 .
Lemma 5.2. We have the following smoothness properties for F:
is well defined and C 1 .
(ii) The function
Proof. To prove (i), let P 0 be the projection onto im(∆ r , L 2 η,rad (R 2 )) and define the functionF :
. From Lemma 5.2 we have that F is C 1 , which implies thatF is C 1 . Moreover, a simple computation shows thatF(0, 0, 0) = 0 andF w (0, 0, 0) = P 0 ∆ r . Since P 0 ∆ r is a bounded, invertible linear operator from H 2 η,rad (R 2 ) to im(∆ r , L 2 η,rad (R 2 )), we conclude from the Implicit Function Theorem that there exists a δ > 0, small enough, and a To prove (ii), we define the functions
Let F µ (r) = µu * (µr). Since ∆ r u * = u 3 * , we calculate that ∆ r F µ = F 3 µ , which allows us to compute
From Remark 5.1(i) we have that
Using again Remark 5.1(i), we conclude that E 0 ∈ C 1 (R + ), E 0 (0) = 0 and E 0 (0) = a 0 = 0.
To prove the expansions forẼ 1 , we first note that, since
From (5.38) and (5.39) we obtain that
To finish the proof of (ii), we note that we can writeh(·, ν) = νh(·, ν) and w * (ν, ε) = εw * (ε) + νw * (ν, ε). Here, the functionsw * ,w * and ν →h(·, ν) from [0, δ] to L 2 −η,rad (R 2 ) are continuous functions. Plugging these expansions into (5.40), we obtain the representations (5.35) and (5.36).
Proof. [of Theorem 1.4] After choosing δ > 0 small enough, we can define the functions
and F 2 (µ, ε) = E 2 (−µ ln µ, ε). Next, since E 0 (0) = 0 we can extend the function E 0 to R by E 0 (−µ) = −E 0 (µ) so that E 0 ∈ C 1 (R). We also extend the functions F,
One can readily verify that F,F 1 , and F 2 are continuous on [−δ, δ] 2 and
Define the functions
Since E 2 is a C 1 -function, we have the representation (1 + ξ ε ). Since a 0 < 0, ξ ε ∈ [−δ, δ] is small enough and from condition Positivity (P), γ(ε) > 0 for ε ∈ [0, δ] small enough, we conclude that µ ε ≥ 0 and µ ε = b 0 ε + O(ε 2 ), where
Thus, by Lemma 5.4(i) we obtain that equation (5.11) has a solution. Moreover, using the ansatz (5.16) we infer that u(r; ε) = h(r, µ ε ) + w(r; ε),
. From the definition of h in (5.17) and Remark 5.1we have that for all r ≥ 2 
Appendix
In this appendix, we state and prove some auxiliary lemmas needed in the proof of our main results. From the definition of S we can easily see that ker S = T −1 Z. It follows that
A key element of the argument given in Section 4 is to prove that several Banach space valued functions are C 1 . Below we prove a couple of auxiliary lemmas that give necessary conditions for such functions to be C 1 .
Then the map
Proof. From (i) and the fact that the function f is C 1 it follows that the map H f is welldefined. Similarly, from (ii) and the fact that f is a C 1 -function, we conclude that
Let ν 0 ∈ [0, a] and (ν n ) n≥1 be a numerical sequence in [0, a] such that ν → ν 0 as n → ∞ and ν n = ν 0 for all n ≥ 1. Then
Since f is a C 1 -function, it follows that F n (r) → 0 as n → ∞ for all r ∈ R + . In addition we estimate
To prove the continuity of
Since f is a C 1 -function, it follows thatF n (r) → 0 as n → ∞ for all r ∈ R + . Moreover, it follows from (ii) that
(r)ω(r) := F (r) for all r ∈ R + , n ≥ 1.
Using Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem again, we conclude that ∞ 0F n (r)dr → 0 as n → ∞, which shows that the map H f is C 1 , proving the lemma.
Next, we recall a well-known result from the theory of uniformly continuous functions. Proof. Since f is a C 1 -function and ω is continuous, we have that ω(·)f (·, ν), ω(·)f ν (·, ν) ∈ L ∞ loc . In addition, from the hypothesis, it follows that lim r→∞ f (r, ν)ω(r) = lim r→∞ f ν (r, ν)ω(r) = 0 for all ν ∈ [0, a], which proves that f (·, ν), f ν (·, ν) ∈ L ∞ (R + , ω(r)dr). Thus, H f is well-defined.
Let ν 0 ∈ [0, a] and (ν n ) n≥1 be a numerical sequence in [0, a] such that ν → ν 0 as n → ∞ and ν n = ν 0 for all n ≥ 1. First, we define the sequence of functions (G n ) n≥1 , G n : R + → R + as follows G n (r) = 1 ν n − ν 0 (f (r, ν n ) − f (r, ν 0 )) − f ν (r, ν 0 ) ω(r). Since f is C 1 and ω is continuous, we infer thatf is continuous on R + × [0, a]. Moreover, it follows from (ii) that |f (r, ν)| ≤ 2g 2 (r)ω(r) =: h(r).
In addition, it follows from (iii) thatf satisfies the conditions from Remark 6.3 and, since G n (r) =f (r, ν n ), we conclude that
Thus, the map H f is differentiable and H f (ν) = f ν (·, ν). Since f is C 1 and ω is continuous, we obtain thatf is continuous on R + × [0, a]. In addition, from (ii) we have that |f (r, ν)| ≤ g 2 (r)ω(r) ≤ h(r).
Finally, from (iii) and Remark 6.3 it follows that
proving the continuity of H f and finishing the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Assume that condition (V) holds. Then, for every η ∈ (0, δ 0 /2) the map V :
Proof. Let u 0 ∈ L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ) and define the linear operator L 0 : L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ) → L 2 η,rad (R 2 ) by L 0 u = V u (·, u 0 )u. To show that the operator L 0 is bounded, we estimate Let (u n ) n≥1 be a sequence of functions from L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ), such that u n → 0 as n → ∞ in L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ) and u n = 0 for all n ≥ 1. Then
where H n (r) = 1 u n L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ) V (r, u n (r) + u 0 (r)) − V (r, u 0 (r)) − V u (r, u 0 (r))u n (r) 2 , n ≥ 1.
Since |u n (r)| ≤ e ηr u n L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ) for all r ∈ R + and n ≥ 1, we have that u n (r) → 0 as n → ∞ for all r ∈ R + . From the fact that V is a C 1 -function we obtain that H n (r) → 0 as n → ∞ for all r ∈ R + .
(6.6)
From condition (V) and using again the fact that V is a C 1 function we find the estimate
V (r, u n (r) + u 0 (r)) − V (r, u 0 (r)) 2 + V u (r, u 0 (r))u n (r) ≤ cre −(δ 0 −2η)r for all r ∈ R + , n ≥ 1. (6.7)
From (6.6), (6.7) and Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem it follows that ∞ 0 H n (r)dr → 0 as n → ∞, which proves that the map V is Frechet differentiable.
To finish the proof of the lemma, consider again u 0 ∈ L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ) and (u n ) n≥1 a sequence of functions from L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ) such that u n → 0 as n → ∞ in L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ). Define the linear operators L n , L 0 : L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ) → L 2 η,rad (R 2 ) by L n u = V u (·, u n + u 0 )u, L 0 u = V u (·, u 0 )u. To prove the lemma it is enough to show that the L n → L as n → ∞ in the operator norm. For any u ∈ L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ) and any n ≥ 1 we estimate This estimate implies that
whereH n (r) := re 4ηr |V u (r, u n (r) + u 0 (r)) − V u (r, u 0 (r))| 2 , n ≥ 1. (6.9)
Since |u n (r)| ≤ e ηr u n L ∞ −η,rad (R 2 ) for all r ∈ R + and n ≥ 1, we have that u n (r) → 0 as n → ∞ for all r ∈ R + . Using again the fact that V is a C 1 function we obtain thatH n (r) → 0 as n → ∞ for all r ∈ R + . In addition, we have from condition (V) that |H n (r)| ≤ cre −2(δ 0 −2η)r for all r ∈ R + , n ≥ 1.
From Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem it follows that ∞ 0H n (r)dr → 0 as n → ∞.
Together (6.8), the lemma follows shortly.
